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Working together, creating change
Sheila Duffy tells us how partnership
working is providing focus, purpose,
and a real force to be reckoned with

In May, ASH Scotland welcomed the 50th signatory to our
Charter for a tobacco-free generation. We developed the
Charter with three aims: raising awareness of Scotland’s
vision to create a tobacco-free generation by 2034,
inspiring organisations throughout Scotland to act to
reduce the harm caused by tobacco, and supporting
organisations whose work impacts on children, young
people and families in relation to tobacco and health.
Children in Scotland was an early signatory of the Charter.

Having the Charter has enabled us to recognise some of
the great work happening throughout Scotland, to share
case studies, and to start an ongoing dialogue with a range
of different organisations working in different fields and at
local and national level throughout the country.

The Charter signatories represent an alliance, with a focus
and a purpose. It is supportive and motivational and it
increases the reach and impact of the Charter’s six
principles, which are all about protecting children and
young people from an addictive, lethal substance and from
the predatory industry that pushes it. However the Charter
is just one example of how ASH Scotland works more
effectively by working with others. 

At international level, we are active members of various
networks, keeping in touch mainly electronically. Our
membership of these groups gives us access to information
about the experiences of those working in similar fields in
other countries, and provides a way for us to share
Scotland’s achievements on a world stage. 

The harm and inequality caused by tobacco is such that our
aims often coincide with the aims of those working in
family support, social inclusion or community development.
In Scotland,as well as the Charter group, ASH Scotland
coordinates two main alliances. One is SCOT, the Scottish
Coalition on Tobacco, which is a dynamic coalition of 15
health groups, charities and civic and voluntary
organisations who campaign together on tobacco related
issues to shape a positive future for public health in
Scotland. The other is the STA, the Scottish Tobacco-free
Alliance, which is Scotland's forum for information
exchange, discussion and collaboration on all aspects of
tobacco control and health promotion relating to smoking.
Both groups have lively discussions and exchanges, and use
meetings to stay up to date and to learn from each other. 

As we continue to work with constrained financial
resources and towards offering more joined-up and
integrated services, I believe that working in partnerships
can offer real benefits and opportunities. It allows
organisations and individuals with different strengths and
areas of expertise and influence to join up and to share
and add value to each other’s work. It can maximise the
impact of limited resources and capacity, helping everyone
to tackle their priorities and achieve more. 

Partnership working does take effort. Someone has to
organise meetings, draw up agendas, and cajole members
to sign up and to attend. It helps if the group has a clear
purpose, and time to explore how this fits with the aims,
priorities and strengths of individual members. The
process of starting a new partnership or alliance has
been characterised as ‘forming, storming, norming,
performing’. It can take time to scope the parameters, to
agree aims and to achieve a shared vision and messages.
However, in my experience, it is a productive and
energising way of working, one which helps each of us
maximise our impacts and create positive changes that
will improve public health for generations to come.

Sheila Duffy is Chief Executive of ASH Scotland
www.ashscotland.org.uk

Charter for a Tobacco-free Generation

The Charter has six key principles:

•  every baby should be born free from the harmful 
effects of tobacco

•  children have a particular need for a smoke-free 
environment

•  all children should play, learn and socialise in places 
that are free from tobacco

•  every child has the right to effective education that 
equips them to make informed positive choices on 
tobacco and health

•  all young people should be protected from 
commercial interests that profit from recruiting 
new smokers

•  any young person who smokes should be offered 
accessible support to help them to become 
tobacco-free.

For more information, or to become signatories of the
Charter for a Tobacco-free Generation, visit 
www.ashscotland.org.uk/what-you-can-do/scotlands-
charter-for-a-tobacco-free-generation/
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